
Macramée Jute Design Bottles
Instructions No. 1467
 Difficulty: Beginner

Simple glass bottles are given a fascinating look by wrapped cords with Macramé-knots. Read here how it works exactly.

Macramé-create glass bottles

This decoration was made with 3,5 mm thick Jute yarn created. In the first step, cut 6 strips of equal
length for the Macramé-work (1.40 m each) 

Start at the neck of the bottle!

Wrap some Jute ribbon loosely around the bottle neck and close the wrapped loop by placing a first
Macramé knot around the Ribbon (see illustration).

Pull the loop off the bottle and place 5 more evenly distributed knots on the loop (6 pieces in total). Glue
the bottle neck with transparent double-sided adhesive Ribbon,. Put the jute loop around the bottle neck
again and tighten the Ribbon of the loop. Wrap the Jute ribbon up to the edge of the bottle neck on the
adhesive surface.

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/spring-eggs-in-a-macrame-traffic-light-t1543/


Grid knotting

Two threads are always knotted together in an offset manner, resulting in a decorative grid of jute
threads 

To hide the knots cleanly

The lower 1.5 cm of the bottle (starting atfrom bottle bottom) are also wrapped with double-sided
Adhesive tape . On these the lowest knots can be pressed on comfortably. Cut the threads just behind
the knots. The ends of the threads are hidden under another Ribbon wrapped on Adhesive tape .

Ready to decorate
To make this pretty Macramé-bottle a real feast for the eyes, you need only still little material and effort:

Simply pull up natural colored or brown wooden beads on Ribbon and wrap them around the bottle.
Small feather-Embellishment or similar accessories simply stick on with hot glue, fill the bottle with
Decorative sand and decorate with grass or artificial plants.

Extra tip

Decorations of this kind always work best as a group of 3. When designing the other bottles, give each
one an individual touch by wrapping or filling them slightly differently.

More Macramé-Looking for ideas?
The Macramé-technology is a great basis for many more fascinating ideas. Discover here:

Manual 1403 - Macramé-Traffic light with bird's nests
Manual 1401 - Stylish macramé lamp
Instructions 611 - Macramé Bag with colourful wool

Article number Article name Qty
460033-01 Jute yarn3.5 mm, 280 mNature 1
503730-02 Coloured sandWhite 1
574150-02 Wood Bead MixNature 1
672146-02 Charms-Decoration pendant "Feathers"Silver 1
644303-12 VBS Double page Adhesive tape12 mm 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/spring-eggs-in-a-macrame-traffic-light-t1543/
https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/instructions-for-a-stylish-macrame-lamp-t1541/
https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/makramee-tasche-mit-geknuepfter-loopy-wolle-t643/
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